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»Bel canto« and cultural exchange
Italian vocal techniques in London 1790–1825

Susan Rutherford

But let us grant for a moment, that the polite arts are as much upon the decline in Italy as
they are getting forward in England; still you cannot deny, gentlemen, that you have not
yet a school which you can yet properly call your own. You must still admit, that you are
obliged to go to Italy to be taught, as it has been the case with your present best artists.
You must still submit yourselves to the direction of Italian masters, whether excellent or
middling.
Giuseppe Baretti (1769)1

The diaspora of Italian singers throughout Europe during the eighteenth century is
well-known.2 Yet in what measure did their dissemination of vocal practices consti-
tute a form of cultural exchange similar to that apparent in other art-forms? Simon
Frith outlines music’s special place in constructing cultural identity »through the
direct experiences it offers of the body, time and sociability, experiences which ena-
ble us to place ourselves in imaginative cultural narratives«.3 How did bel canto (as it
would gradually become termed in the 1820s) offer an aural portrait of Italy to for-
eign audiences? And to what extent did it influence or conflict with other national
idioms of singing? In Britain, ideas about vocal technique and national styles were
formulated through critical reception, gaining more currency with the foundation
of the country’s first music periodical, the Quarterly musical magazine and review, in
1818. These debates cast some light on the subtle variations in the prescriptions for
taste and aesthetics in vocal art within a historical context in which notions of an
›English‹ (as opposed to Italian) style of singing were raised in a climate of increasing
nationalism.

1 Giuseppe Baretti,An account of the manners and customs of Italy, with observations on the mistakes of
some travellers with regard to that country, 2 vols., London 1769, vol. 1, p. 273 f.
2 Sergio Durante,The opera singer, in: Opera production and its resources, ed. Lorenzo Bianconi,
Giorgio Pestelli, Chicago/ Ill. 1998, pp.345–418; John Rosselli, Italian opera singers on a European
market, in: Italian culture in northern Europe in the eighteenth century, ed. Shearer West, Cam-
bridge 1999, pp.159–171.
3 Simon Frith,Music and identity, in: Questions of cultural identity, ed. Stuart Hall, Paul Du Gay,
London 1996, pp.108–127: 124.
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Cultural identity and singing techniques

By the 1790s, the dominance of Italian music in Britain had become slightly less
assured, owing to the influx of a new generation of German composers – primarily
Mozart and Haydn – as well as an ever-increasing veneration for Handel’s sacred
works.On the opera stage, however, Italian style as the lingua franca persisted, regard-
less of the nationality of the composer. Italian opera was staged mostly in subscrip-
tion seasons at the King’s Theatre and patronised by the aristocracy. Its obverse was
English ballad opera (spawned in 1728 from John Gay’s satirical response to the fash-
ion for Italian opera,The beggar’s opera), enjoyed by a larger and more socially diverse
audience in Drury Lane and other theatres. Yet these apparently different genres
intersected. As Lorenzo Da Ponte’s memoirs reveal, Italian composers adapted their
style in certain ways to cater for the taste and expectations of their London audi-
ences; while English ballad opera, despite owing its existence to anti-Italian senti-
ment, drew on Italian operatic sources via the use of melodies and arias, theatrical
and stage effects, and even (on occasion) the same singers.4

Such exchanges between Italian and English opera fit well with our modern
understanding of cultural identity as a complex, unstable historicised process sub-
ject to fragmentation and marked by intersection with multiple discourses. 5 Com-
mentators of earlier epochs nonetheless had rather blunter perceptions of national
identity. Joseph Luzzi enumerates the characteristics ascribed by northern Europeans
(Goethe, de Stäel, Shelley and Byron, among others) to Italy during this period:
culture and heritage; effeminacy and female independence; violence and passion;
and a lawless, even ungovernable, society.6 Above all, Italy functioned as a »collective
sepulchre« in the northern European imagination,7 a land in which the splendours
of the past now lay in ruins and decay.8 The British reception of Italian opera and
its protagonists both reflected and challenged such simplified assumptions about
Italy. On one hand, the castrati were frequently perceived as exemplars of Italian
decadence. A review of Tarchi’s Virginia (set in ancient Rome) in London in 1786,
for example, remarked drily that this »wretched« opera presented a moral lesson by
showing »the degeneracy of human nature« given the comparison between »the old
virtuous hardy Romans, with the squeeking [sic] and effeminate successors who

4 Berta Joncus,Handel at Drury Lane: ballad opera and the production of Kitty Clive, in: Journal of the
Royal Musical Association 131 (2006), pp.179–226.
5 Arjun Appadurai, Modernity at large: cultural dimensions of globalization, Minneapolis /Minn.
1996, pp.13–15; Stuart Hall,Who needs »Identity«?, in: Questions of cultural identity (see note 3),
pp.1–18: 4.
6 Joseph Luzzi, Italy without Italians: literary origins of a romantic myth, in: MLN: Modern language
notes 117, no.1 ( January 2002), pp.48–83: 51.
7 Ibid., p. 53.
8 See, for example, Alphonse de Lamartine’s infamous dismissal of the Italians as »poussière hu-
maine« in: Le Dernier Chant du pèlerinage d’Harold, Paris 31825, Stanza XIII, p. 59.
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represent them«.9 And yet on the other hand, a sense of ›liveness‹, quite contrary to
the image of Rome’s ruins and Italy’s supposed ›deadness‹ in literary discourse, was
arguably also what Italian singers brought to the stage. In a response to Orlandi’s La
dama soldato on 4 July 1813, the Examiner described the »unlimited range« of Italian
music: »It has in short that character which should be expected from the country of
its origin, enriched at once with all the ingenious stimulants of the most exquisite
sensuality, and diversified with all the freaks and tricksy conceptions of the most
uncontrouled [sic] imagination«.10 It was not only the musical forms of Italian opera
that inspired such comments, but its modes of singing.

Italian singers had introduced a new approach to vocal art in Britain. Charles
Burney,writing in 1789,argued that at the beginning of the century singing in Britain
had lacked science: all that was required was »a voice and an ear«.11 In consequence,
the »great and exquisite performers« (Nicolini, Senesino, and Farinelli among them)
who arrived from Italy had not only made little impression on British audiences but
also failed to influence »national taste«.12 Only those few aristocrats who had the
opportunity of regularly hearing such singers as well as taking lessons themselves
had benefitted from their example. Even by the middle of the century, according
to one Italian visitor in 1751, standards of singing among the English remained low.
This unnamed critic (almost certainly Giuseppe Baretti, who published the account
in his journal Frusta letteraria in 1764) castigated the limited musical education and
»l’asprezza naturale« of the voices of English singers: »I loro trilli in terza, i loro
stentati passaggi, le loro appoggiature di ferro, e i gorgheggi loro incastratissimi, sono
cose da cannonate, non che da sassate«. The best professional English singers – John
Beard, Susannah Cibber, Samuel Champness, and CeciliaYoung – would make his
readers laugh if they heard them;13 while the efforts of amateurs resembled nothing
but the howling of wolves and the roaring of bulls. And yet, he wrote, »gl’inglesi
hanno la smania di cantare e di sentir cantare, e pagano i maestri cari«; it was the
height of absurdity that they then listened to Italian singers with »tanta indifferenza«
and faces like masks of marble.14 In Burney’s view, the most significant moment

9 The Times (8 May 1786), p. 3.
10 The Examiner, no.288 (4 July 1813), pp.427 f.
11 Charles Burney,A general history of music: from the earliest ages to the present period, 4 vols., London
21776–1789, vol. 4, 1789, p.675.
12 Ibid.
13 The tenor John Beard (c.1717 – 1791) created ten Handelian roles during the 1730s, as well
as the title-roles in Samson,Belshazzar, Judas Maccabeus and Jephtha in later decades; he was also very
active in English ballad opera. The bass Samuel Thomas Champness created the role of Time in
Handel’s The triumph of Time and Truth in 1757. The soprano Cecilia Young, the wife of Thomas
Arne, created roles in Handel’s Ariodante and Alcina. Susannah Cibber (1714–1766),Arne’s sister,was
the most famed tragedienne of her generation in London; Handel wrote a number of oratorio roles
for her contralto voice, including roles in Messiah,Micah in Samson, Lichas in Hercules, and David in
Saul.
14 Giuseppe Baretti, La frusta letteraria di Aristarco Scannabue, 1 July 1764, no.19, reprint Bologna
1839, vol. 2, p. 350 f.
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of change in this parlous state of affairs occurred when the castrato Giusto Ferdi-
nando Tenducci created the role of Arbaces in Thomas Arne’s Artaxerxes in 1762.
This through-composed work, an English adaptation of a libretto by Metastasio,was
Arne’s attempt to compose in the manner of an Italian opera seria and thus combine
national styles. Its lasting success in the English opera circuit introduced a new audi-
ence to Italianate vocal art. Tenducci’s performance in particular »had a rapid effect
upon the public taste, and stimulated to imitation all that were possessed of good ears
and flexible voices«. Thus a ›revolution‹ in taste was effected.15

As Burney makes plain, ideas of Italian vocal technique were disseminated
through both performance and teaching. For much of the eighteenth century, Brit-
ish singers learnt their craft from resident Italians.16 The castrato Pier Francesco Tosi
(c. 1653 – 1732) first arrived in London in 1692, giving concerts and lessons, and
returned to Britain for extended visits up until 1727.His Opinioni de’ cantori antichi e
moderni (1723),one of the first and most influential treatises on singing,was dedicated
to his English patron, the Earl of Peterborough. Published in English translation in
1743, it provided a glimpse into the secrets of Italian vocal art. Its role in developing
ideas of singing in Britain can be seen in Anselm Bayly’s A practical treatise on singing
and playing with just expression and real elegance (1771).17 As sub-dean of the Chapel
Royal, Bayly had designed his treatise for the use of the »sacred singer«, but adver-
tised from his very first chapter his reliance on Tosi as the fundamental source of
vocal science.18 Bayly’s work was a rare English exception to the plethora of manuals
by Italian teachers that would increasingly flood the market.19 By the 1790s, the key
teachers of the period included Domenico Corri, Giacomo Gotifredo Ferrari, and
Gesualdo Lanza. Most prominent of them all, however, was the castrato and com-
poser Venanzio Rauzzini (1746–1810). After a career in Italy, Vienna and Munich,
he had settled in England in 1774, where he taught most of the major English and
Irish stars of the period.

Where Rauzzini differed from some of his contemporaries was in his active
encouragement for British singers to abandon their island shores and study abroad.
One of his earliest pupils was the soprano Anna Storace (1765–1817), the daughter
of an Italian double-bassist and younger sister of the composer Stephen Storace.

15 Burney,A general history of music (see note 11), vol. 4, p. 676.
16 Pier Francesco Tosi,Observations on the florid song or Sentiments on the ancient and modern singers,
translated by John Ernest Galliard, London 1743, pp.xi–xii. On Tosi, see John Rosselli, Singers of
Italian opera: a history of a profession, Cambridge 1992, pp.103–106.
17 Anselm Bayly,A practical treatise on singing and playing with just expression and real elegance, London
1771.
18 Ibid., p. 1 f.
19 See, for example, Giusto Ferdinando Tenducci, Instructions of Mr Tenducci to his scholars (1782),
Giuseppe Aprile, The modern Italian method of singing (1791), Venanzio Rauzzini, Twelve solfeggi or
Exercises for the voice to be vocalized (1808), Domenico Corri,The singer’s preceptor or Corri’s treatise on
vocal music, 2 vols. (1810), Gesualdo Lanza,The elements of singing (1813), Giacomo Gotifredo Ferrari,
A concise treatise on Italian singing (1818), among others.
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Rauzzini guided her vocal development from child performer to adolescent, before
sending her out to Italy for further training. After her debut in Florence in 1779,
Storace sang in various Italian theatres before being contracted for Vienna in 1783,
where she created the role of Susanna in Mozart’s Le nozze di Figaro in 1786 – along-
side another pupil of Rauzzini, the Irish tenor Michael Kelly (1762–1826) as Don
Basilio. Initially taught by Giuseppe Passerini and Niccolò Peretti in Dublin, Kelly
was later advised by Rauzzini that if he wished to truly develop his abilities, only a
period in Italy would suffice.20 Kelly accordingly arrived in Naples in 1779 to study
with Fenaroli and Aprile, before appearing at the Teatro Nuovo, Florence in 1781.
He was, he later claimed, the »first British male singer,who had ever sung in Italy, or
indeed on the continent«.21 He returned to London with Storace in 1787.

Two other English singers – Elizabeth Billington and John Braham – also
acquired substantial Italian experience. Billington made her London debut in 1786,
and enjoyed a highly successful career until 1792, when publication of her supposed
memoirs (a scurrilous volume accusing Billington of incest and adultery) drove her
to seek refuge in the theatres of Italy and France.22 She only returned to London in
1801: critics applauded her notable vocal development.23 Billington was a credible
rival to the reigning stars of the Italian opera until her retirement in 1806 (although
she remained active on the concert platform for a number of years). She was fre-
quently partnered on stage by the tenor John Braham, yet another pupil of Rauzzini.
Braham’s well-received debut in Storace’s Mahmoud in London in 1797 drew hopes
from the press that his arrival would mark the end of the »degrading and disgusting«
castrati.24Yet he too left for Italy a year later, accompanied by Nancy Storace (with
whom he had a relationship until 1812), singing in Genoa and Milan with Billington.
On his return to London in 1801, he quickly established a reputation as Britain’s
first tenor and continued to sing professionally up until the 1840s. This quartet of
singers were thus among the first to appear in London as having trained abroad and
therefore able to work competitively alongside Italian artists.25 Moreover, their pro-
fessional lives were governed by the need to work effectively in two national styles
of music – Italian opera and English ballad opera.

20 New Grove wrongly identifies this figure as Matteo Rauzzini, brother of Venanzio.But Kelly’s
memoirs make it plain that it was Venanzio who was the architect of his Italian expedition. See Mi-
chael Kelly,Reminiscences of Michael Kelly,NewYork 1826,p.274f.On his earlier lessons, see pp.18–22.
21 Ibid., p. 78.The first British female singer to perform professionally in Italy was Cecilia Davies.
22 James Ridgeway,Memoirs of Mrs Billington from her birth, London 1792.
23 Theatre Covent-Garden, in: Times (5 October 1801), p. 2.
24 Cited in: Theodore Fenner, Opera in London: views of the press 1785–1830, Carbondale/ Ill.
1994, p.168 f.
25 For example, an anecdote about Giacomo Davide declaring that Braham was the best tenor
in Italy after himself was printed in Public characters 1803–1804, London 1804, p.380. And yet all
four singers were, to a certain extent, slightly distant from ideas of ›Englishness‹. Storace and Bil-
lington were both from mixed parentage – Italian and German respectively; Kelly was Irish; Braham
stemmed from Portuguese Jewish heritage.
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The successes of this new generation of singers abroad emboldened confidence
in the idea that British artists could demonstrate equal prowess to their foreign coun-
terparts. That confidence was also framed by developing ideas of cultural identity
and changing attitudes to patriotism in Britain, as explained by Linda Colley. In
the eighteenth century, the English nobility had involved themselves in the »aping
and acquiring of what was foreign« – not from a lack of confidence in their own
national identity, but because it afforded the means of declaring their own »social,
cultural and economic superiority«.26 (The singing teacher Giacomo Ferrari relates
one pertinent example: arriving in London in 1792, he was given an introduction
to the Duke of Queensberry, hoping this would enable him to acquire pupils. The
Duke, however, promptly insisted that Ferrari accompany the Duke’s own singing
in a somewhat bizarre performance, and then offered to give Ferrari lessons himself,
claiming that he had been responsible for the successes of singers such as Luigi Sapio.
Ferrari carefully declined, pointing out that he had come to London to teach and
compose, not to study.)27 However, in the wake of the increased xenophobia that
arose in the 1790s owing to the French revolution and the Napoleonic wars, such
attitudes among the aristocracy became problematic. The press increasingly denoted
»patrician cosmopolitanism« as »cultural treason«. By the Battle of Waterloo in 1815,
the nobility were therefore »encouraged to seek out new forms of cultural expres-
sion that were unquestionably British«.28 This greater emphasis on nationalism also
surfaced in changing approaches to vocal techniques.

An »English school of singing«

Until the early nineteenth century, criticism of Italian opera in the British press was
mainly limited to occasional items of news in the daily papers with laconic summa-
ries of the merits (or otherwise) of the singers, or vague judgements on a particular
work. Nonetheless, some tropes recur: Italian singers were frequently criticised for
poor intonation,29 and their supposed manners on stage (»haughtiness« being some-
thing often noted in female singers).30 The arrival of the Examiner in 1808 brought

26 Linda Colley,Britons: forging the nation 1707–1837, New Haven 32009, p.166.
27 Giacomo Gotifredo Ferrari,Aneddoti piacevoli e interessanti, 2 vols., London 1830, vol. 2, p.53 f.
28 Colley,Britons (see note 26), p. 167.
29 See, for example, a review of Caravitas’ La Climene in the Examiner on 5 May 1811, where the
singers (including Catalani and De Giovanni) were criticised for poor intonation: »In this respect
the Italian singers are unaccountably deficient, and seem not to be blest with such good ears as our
countrymen; for out of the number at present in London, I do not remember one who does not
sing either too flat or too sharp, and by that means mar the nicest points of the music they endeavour
to perform. Bad as the musical taste is at present, such discordant sounds as are now to be heard at
the Opera-house would not be tolerated throughout one song on an English stage«.
30 On 3 February 1811,Angelica Catalani received an excoriating review in the Examiner for her
performance as Roxalana in Le tre sultane, criticised for her »haughtiness and assumed gravity«, and
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more extensive consideration of Italian opera, in the reviews of Henry Robertson,
Thomas Barnes and finally Leigh Hunt. There, however, the emphasis lay primarily
on the nature of the works, and the place of Italian opera on the London stage.31

A different approach was adopted by Britain’s first music periodical, the Quar-
terly musical magazine and review, founded in 1818 by Richard Bacon (1776–1844).His
opening edition claimed that English style, heavily adulterated by the influence of
other national schools, was on the edge of extinction. The »modern Mosaic of Eng-
lish-Italian-German compositions« had led to an »intermixture [that] being a com-
pound of all styles, is of all the most alloyed, dull, and deteriorated«.32 In a mission to
wrest English music from this fate, Bacon returned frequently to the topic over the
next ten years, invariably attempting to balance his appreciation of foreign art with
his patriotic sentiments. A sincere and passionate admirer of Italian opera, he wanted
to make it more accessible to a much broader, socially inclusive audience, who he
claimed would find within it »new and penetrating sensations«.33 At the same time,
Bacon also sought to establish an operatic tradition founded on »our own habits of
thoughts and feeling, our own manner of expressing sentiment and passion«, and
which therefore »might justly lay claim,not only to something like originality, but to
be proper to ourselves; in a word, to be national«.34 English ballad opera, a »jargon of
speaking and singing that depresses all sensibility […] fails to elevate the mind [and]
chill[s] the soul«, offered little hope as a model;35 however, English prowess in sacred
music (he regarded the oratorio as »almost indigenous«) demonstrated what might
be achieved.36 Although such ideas were not entirely new, Bacon was unusual in his
emphasis on charting a relationship between cultural identity and vocal technique.

A keen amateur singer himself, Bacon gave particular attention in the journal
not simply to reviews of sung performance but to ideas of vocal production and
affect.37 His aim was largely pedagogical, claiming that the English had »much to
unlearn as well as to learn« in order to appreciate the beauties of Italian singing.38 In
an echo of the moves to create a Royal Academy of Arts in 1768, Bacon’s ultimate
ambition was to establish an »English school of singing« that aspired to the condi-
tions of »art« and combined the best of Italian and English styles. The first number

the »conceit and consciousness of superiority which she betrayed throughout«.
31 See, for example, Fenner,Opera in London (see note 24).
32 Plan of the work, in: Quarterly musical magazine and review (QMMR) 1/no.1 ( January 1818),
pp.1–10: 8.
33 Ibid., p. 7.
34 Miss Paton, in: QMMR 5/no.18 (April 1823), pp.191–197: 191.
35 Miss Stephens, in: QMMR 3/no.9 ( January 1821), pp.58–64: 61.
36 Preliminary remarks on bass singing, in: QMMR 1/no.3 ( July 1818), pp.315–325: 321.
37 Some of the articles would later be reproduced in the form of a book, The elements of vocal
science, being a philosophical enquiry into some of the principles of singing, in 1824. Bacon published two
other books on singing: The grace book or Guide to the science and practice of vocal ornament, London
c.1821 and The art of improving the voice and ear, London c.1825.
38 Mr Lacy, in: QMMR 1/no.3 ( July 1818), pp.333–340: 338.
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of Bacon’s journal accordingly laid out the necessary criteria for vocal criticism
(»intonation, conception, tone, elocution, science, execution«), followed by a detailed
examination of four tenors who had »formed public taste over the past decades«:39

Charles Incledon, Samuel Harrison, John Braham and Thomas Vaughan. Over the
subsequent two numbers, Bacon similarly considered three sopranos (Gertrud Mara,
Elizabeth Billington and Angelica Catalani) and two basses ( James Bartleman and
William Lacy).

Bacon’s analyses mostly centred on identifying each singer’s relation to national
idioms. Incledon and Harrison were both defined as belonging predominantly to
English style, albeit one that demonstrated two distinct facets. Incledon, described
as a singer who relied primarily on instinct (although we know that he too was a
pupil of Rauzzini),40 had made his name primarily in English ballad opera, revealing
a powerful voice of extensive range and possessed of a »rich, sweet, and brilliant«
falsetto. Bacon’s portrait of him was unabashedly nationalistic: »He had a bold and
manly manner of singing, mixed however with considerable feeling, that went to
the hearts of his countryman. He sung like a true Englishman. He had all the cour-
age and the confidence of nature and his country«. There was an obvious populist
rusticity in Incledon’s approach: his diction was often »coarse, thick and vulgar«, but
he had »a fire in his manner that never failed to animate and raise the spirits of his
hearers«.41

Harrison was a singer of different ilk. A chorister for many years at the Chapel
Royal, his voice had limited range and volume but a tone that was »enchantingly
rich, sweet even to lusciousness, and as brilliant as the finest falsette [sic]«. In one
respect, his technique suggests Italian influence of messa di voce: »He breathed his
notes with so gradual a sweep, they swelled and died away so deliciously«.Harrison’s
diction, unlike that of Incledon,was »easy, natural, and polished«. Yet although there
was »no lack of suavity or grace«, there was also »no fire«: »the form was perfect, but
it was lifeless – the spark from heaven was wanting«.42 In short,Harrison exemplified
the »chaste style«: an English idiom that drew on simplicity, purity, and grandeur, and
was associated primarily with sacred music.43

Incledon and Harrison therefore demonstrated contrasting qualities: the one,
vigorous, hearty, candid; the other more redolent of restrained elegance and piety.
In what sense then were both adherents to ›English‹ style? Both fitted stereotypes of

39 First lines of vocal criticism, in: QMMR 1/no.1 ( January 1818), pp.72–78: 73, 75 f.
40 The monthly mirror (September 1801), p. 150.
41 Mr Incledon, in: QMMR 1/no.1 ( January 1818), pp.78–80: 78–80.
42 Mr Harrison, in: QMMR 1/no.1 ( January 1818), pp.81–85: 81 f., 84 f.
43 Michael Kelly claimed that Harrison’s singing »breathed pure religion«, and that no priest
could have instilled his listeners »with a more perfect sense of duty« than Harrison’s »melodious
tones and chaste style«. Kelly, Reminiscences of Michael Kelly (see note 20), p. 198. On »chaste style«,
see also Robert Toft,Heart to heart: expressive singing in England, 1780–1830, Oxford 2000.
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English manners: the bluff figure of John Bull (Incledon),44 and the much-vaunted
quality of English reserve (Harrison). And both characteristics were also associated
with the two central strands of ›English‹ music: ballad opera and oratorio. In terms
of vocal technique, however, the singers’ area of commonality (at least from Bacon’s
description) was relatively narrow: an emphasis on simplicity and reduced orna-
mentation. Indeed, from these two examples it would seem that English style was
predominantly defined by the nationality of the singer, a personal demeanour that
accorded with national stereotypes, adherence to the conventions of specific reper-
toires ascribed to national traditions, and singing in the English language.

Further clarification was offered by Bacon’s subsequent discussion of the bass
James Bartleman in the July issue, where he concentrated on national differences in
method and tone. Italian singers possessed a »clear, distinct, and precise method that
is always certain in its effect«, illustrated by the fact that »all Italian singers send forth
their tone alike«; conversely, »no two English singers produce the tone alike, nor
indeed hardly any two notes of the scale«.45 Only those who had trained with Italian
tutors »come nearest to pure tone« – defined by Bacon as »unmixed voce di petto«,
and thus presumably meaning a free, open and resonant vocal sound. Italian tone was
hence superior in its capacity to express subtle gradations of sentiment: »Who has
ever heard such fine expression as they contrive to impart to their passages, whether
of joy, or grief, of rage, or tenderness?« Bartleman, as a stalwart exponent of the
English school, failed to exhibit such abilities. In order to achieve a uniform round-
ness throughout his range, he modified his vowel sounds, thus mangling his English
diction; he also opened his mouth in a lugubrious fashion (»the reverse of the Italian
bocca ridente«), which was probably partly responsible for his poor Italian pronuncia-
tion.Moreover, Bartleman was unable to blend his voice effectively with others, his
divisions were »too staccato and mechanical«, and his ornamentation too plain.46

Bacon accounted for such differences in style by elaborating in 1821 on the
role spoken language played in developing national characteristics in vocal perfor-
mance. In both speech and singing, he claimed, the »Italians are rapid and vehement,
indulging in great inflexions and transitions«, as opposed to the »gravity of English
discourse«.The English concept of »chaste singing« was therefore the »freedom from
those marked and rapid transitions, those vehement and sudden expressions, those
stops and breaks, those vivid and glowing effects of the imagination to be heard in

44 John Bull was a fictitious character created by John Arbuthnot in his political allegory of 1712
(The history of John Bull); described as »an honest plain-dealing Fellow, Cholerick, Bold, and of very
unconstant Temper«, John Bull became perceived as the archetype of English masculinity and was
much used by caricaturists in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. See also Tamara L.
Hunt, Defining John Bull: political caricature and national identity in late Georgian England, Aldershot
2003.
45 Mr Bartleman, in: QMMR 1/no.3 ( July 1818), pp.325–333: 329.
46 Ibid., pp.325–333: 333.
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the conversations of the Italians when compared with those of the English nation«.47

This greater expressivity of Italian singers was often remarked upon (and sometimes
disputed) in the press, and acquired especial relevance to issues of gender.

British female singers of the period were generally considered as much less
expressive – both physically and vocally – than their Italian counterparts. In 1813, the
Examiner admired the contralto Camilla Barberi Ferlendis’ lively characterisation,
and argued that even the best English actors such as Charles Kemble and William
Barrymore would do well to learn more fluid and varied gestural practices from
Italian opera singers.48 Ten years later, the soprano Giuseppina Ronzi De Begnis was
praised in the Quarterly musical magazine for the way in which »her features and even
her slightest movements present a complete index, graduating and determining the
feeling by which she is influenced and excited«.49 In contrast, Bacon contended that
English women singers were marked by »the constraint or coldness of their manner.
In this, indeed, our singers are truly national – their reserve accords with English
notions of feminine manners«. While noting that this trait was »perhaps one of the
great conservators of our morals and our happiness«, Bacon nonetheless claimed that
English singers could afford to be more expressive without imperilling their sense
of decorum. Catalani, he argued, although »the most ardent of human beings«, had
also provided a model of »great excellence as a wife and mother«.50 One wonders if
English female singers were rather more constrained by fear of the fate of Billington,
who despite her enshrining as St. Cecilia in a portrait by Joshua Reynolds, had been
driven out of her country by the backlash of fabricated scandal.Moreover, the recent
denigration of feminism and women in public life might also have played its part in
encouraging certain modes of female behaviour onstage.51

Against these examples of English style, Bacon juxtaposed two singers who had
both trained first with Rauzzini (the »best singing teacher«)52 and then in Italy: John
Braham and William Lacy. Bacon claimed that it was no exaggeration to say that
Braham was »gifted with the most extraordinary genius and aptitude« for singing.
The power, compass and »astonishing flexibility« of his tenor voice was partnered by
his technical knowledge and a »bold and vivid« imagination, while his rich variety
of tonal colouring (ranging from the »heart-rending pathos [of] shuddering tremu-
lous tones« that approximated »the actual expression of the most natural grief« to
the »loud, ear-piercing, animated sounds with which he invests a call to glory«)

47 Elements of vocal science, in: QMMR 3/no.9 ( January 1821), pp.24–34: 27 f.
48 The examiner (4 July 1813), no.288, pp.427 f. Kemble »generally keeps his arms folded«, while
Barrymore places one hand continually on his hip; in contrast, the »varieties« of Catalani’s gestures
»almost equal the countless changes of her tones and looks«.
49 Miss Paton (see note 34), p. 192.
50 Ibid.
51 Anna Clark, 1798 as the defeat of feminism: women, patriotism and politics, in: These fissured Isles:
Ireland, Scotland and the making of modern Britain 1798–1848, ed. Terry Brotherstone, Anna
Clark, Kevin Whelan, Edinburgh 2005, pp.85–104: 97–102.
52 Mr Bartleman (see note 45), p. 329.
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never disturbed his »perfect« intonation.53 Braham’s technical proficiency was simi-
larly evident in the manner in which he imperceptibly negotiated the change from
natural voice to falsetto, his retention of the integrity of the vowel in florid singing,
and his flawless execution of scalar passages: »He flies through the whole compass of
his voice with the smoothness and speed of light«.54 Moreover, he moved from one
national style to the other with ease: »Mr Braham at the opera, or in an Italian scena,
is a totally different man from Mr Braham at Covent Garden, or in the orchestra of
an oratorio or a concert«.55Yet his Italianate style obtruded unfavourably at times.
Most importantly, the tenor was »very apt to quit notes in an abrupt and unfinished
state by sudden stops and instant terminations of word and of the tone, which are
most disgusting to the ear«. He had become, Bacon considered, »too much dead-
ened to the revulsion of feeling produced by violence«. This excessive vehemence
(Braham »surprizes rather than pleases«) marked all aspects of his singing.56 It was
a quality that won him the applause of the multitude, but not, Bacon opined, the
appreciation of the aristocracy and cognoscenti.

Much more to Bacon’s taste was William Lacy. His training in Italy had fur-
nished him with a »strictly Italian« tone: flexible, consistent in quality throughout
his range, and highly expressive. Possessing excellent Italian language skills, he none-
theless »sings English like an Englishman«, with an even more »pure, chaste, and
polished« expression than Bartleman.57 While Bacon had initially identified tone and
feeling as the essential sites of difference in Italian and English style, his discussion
of Lacy introduced a third factor: portamento. It was this quality, he contended, »to
which English ears are least accustomed and learn to bear the latest«.58 He returned
more forcefully to the topic in 1823, in a review of the soprano Violante Camporese,
then appearing at the King’s Theatre:

Among the Italian modes of expression, which depend upon the combination of what may
be called idiomatic notions with peculiar technical means – the method of carrying the voice
from one to another, particularly on distant intervals, must immediately arrest attention.
They use it to convey tenderness or pathos, and it comes upon ears accustomed to Italian
taste with singular beauty and effect. They execute this ornament sotto voce, and with great
delicacy. But it is certainly proper to themselves, certainly national. Genuine English style
unquestionably reject this grace. To English ears it sounds too effeminately – too like the
drawl of affectation, and indeed unless done with excessive precision and delicacy, and unless
applied with consummate skill and taste, it has such an effect. If in the least degree too loud,
it deforms and reduces the passion and the passage it is intended to elevate and adorn.59

53 Mr Braham, in: QMMR 1/no.1 ( January 1818), pp.86–95: 86–88.
54 Ibid., p. 93.
55 Ibid., p. 90.
56 Ibid., p. 92.
57 Mr Lacy (see note 38), pp.336 f.
58 Ibid., p. 338.
59 Madame Camporese, in: QMMR 3/no.12 (October 1821), pp.457–469: 458 f.
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Bacon’s distaste for portamento differs noticeably from Bayly,who had emphasised the
use of »gliding« and the »slur« over even quite large intervals as cornerstones of good
technique – it was an idea, he wrote, »borrowed from the silent flowing of water«.60

And yet Bayly’s advice about inserting an ›h‹ into words in order to give emphasis
(leading to pronunciation such as ›throuble‹ and ›shorrows‹ – an effect Bayly desig-
nated as »aspiration«, or a »gentle sigh«) surely would have disturbed that tonal flow.61

Given the importance of portamento in the development of legato singing in bel canto
technique (Corri described it as »the perfection of vocal music«),62 these comments
point to a significant schism in national styles.

In sum, Bacon emphasised that English style needed to learn from bel canto in
terms of quality of tone and nuanced expression, but that it should reject too much
emotional vehemence and the overuse of portamento. The possible results of such
an approach were already evident in Lacy’s performances: »Nothing can be more
marked and more distinct than the elementary parts of Mr Lacy’s singing English
and Italian, yet each is chastened and refined by the other«.63 Here, it seems, Bacon’s
ideal of a merged technique in which both national styles were enhanced through
contact with the other was finally realised.

Bacon’s ideas resurfaced in other press reports of the period, provoking both
agreement and dispute. In 1824, for example, the London Literary gazette dismissed
his ambitions for an »English school of singing« owing to the sheer lack of national
talent: there were only »half a dozen first rate singers« in the country,with about the
same number of »tolerable second rates«, while »our chorusses are almost beneath
contempt« – hardly the resources, the critic wrote, to stage even one opera, let alone
an entire season.64 That situation was ascribed to the paucity of training institutions:
Britain’s very first conservatoire, the Royal Academy of Music, had been founded
only two years previously in 1822. Yet even with increased training opportunities,
Britain produced few singers in the following decades who could attract the inter-
national acclaim achieved by Storace,Kelly,Billington and Braham.Lacy’s career was
cut short by ill-health; the promise of his early years remained unfulfilled. The few
later exceptions included Adelaide Kemble (1814–1879), who studied with Braham
and later Giuditta Pasta in Italy, and then sang at La Fenice and the Teatro San Carlo;
and Clara Novello (1818–1908),who studied in both Paris and Milan, and sang in the
first Italian performance of Rossini’s Stabat mater.

And what did Italians think of those earlier British exponents of Italianate sing-
ing? Less than a year after her appearance in Le nozze di Figaro in 1786,Anna Storace
was singing at the King’s Theatre in London. Her re-entry to the country of her
birth was not without its problems. In a letter to the British ambassador in Vienna

60 Bayly,A practical treatise on singing (see note 17), p. 44.
61 Ibid., p. 49.
62 Corri,The singer’s preceptor (see note 19), London 1810, vol. 1, p. 3.
63 Mr Lacy (see note 38), p. 338.
64 The literary gazette (18 December 1824), no.413, p.803 f.
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on 3 July that year, her brother wrote that despite her success, Storace had expe-
rienced »great opposition from the Italians, who consider it as an infringement on
their rights that any person should be able to sing that was not born in Italy«.65

Clearly, her mixed parentage and extensive experience in Italian theatres did not
permit her to be included into this circle. Fears that English singers trained in Italian
techniques might lead to a decrease of employment opportunities were not without
justification, however. Bacon commented on how effectively Lacy and his wife had
popularised duets from Italian comic opera because audiences preferred listening
to their compatriots rather than foreign singers: »We have a sort of vague impres-
sion that we are less removed from native habits, that we are more at home, more at
ease«.66 Other factors also influenced the responses of some Italians to such appro-
priation of their own cultural traditions, as exemplified by Giuseppe Antonio Bridi.
A highly accomplished amateur tenor and a friend of Mozart, he had sung the title-
role of the first performance of Idomeneo in Vienna in 1786.67 In 1827, he published
his Brevi notizie intorno ad alcuni piu celebri compositori di musica: cenni sullo stato presente
del canto italiano, in which he took foreign singers to task:

Una Bilington [sic], una Mara, una Danzi,68 una Campi,69 il tenore Braham, e simili hanno
principiato a portare in Italia un cattivo genere di canto, piano di difficoltà, di flautini cavati
da una diffettosa voce di testa, con una rapidissima agilità, e con iscale di semi-tuoni replicate
senza fine, e senza proposito, che destando la meraviglia nei profani non li lasciava conside-
rare quanto danno per questo modo sentisse la vera musica, poiché per lui era negligentata
intieramente l’espressione, il portamento, e la parola, la quale male pronunziata non facea né
meno discernere in quale lingua si cantasse,non movendo per tal modo i cantori né la mente
né il cuore, conseguenza di avere snervata la voce di petto, che piu non potea sostenere il bel
cantabile in grande, e bene spianato, e quindi né manco era in istato di vibrare, di marcare, di
dar fuori la voce con energia, (quello che i maestri di canto dicono sporgere) e con maestà.70

Worse still,Bridi continued, this new style with all its faults (lack of portamento, insuf-
ficiently open vowels, too much emphasis on the upper register and reduced expres-
sivity) had attracted first applause for its novelty and then many imitators, destroying
the »bel canto naturale« that had until then rightly dominated vocal art.

Were Bridi’s opinions justified? Most Italian commentators on the ›decadenza‹
of singing in this period tended to cite changes in teaching and repertoire as deter-

65 Cited in: Philip H. Highfill, Kalman A. Burnim, Edward A. Langhans,A biographical dictionary
of actors, actresses, musicians, dancers, managers, and other stage personnel in London, 1660–1800, vol. 14:
Siddons to Thynne, Carbondale/ Ill. 1991, p.297.
66 Preliminary remarks on bass singing (see note 36), p. 323.
67 A concert performance at the theatre of the Auersperg Palace on 13 March 1786; see Julian
Rushton,W.A. Mozart: Idomeneo, Cambridge 1993, p.45.
68 Probably the German soprano Margarethe Marchand Danzi (1768–1800).
69 The Polish coloratura soprano Antonia Miklaszewicz Campi (1773–1822); she married the
Italian buffo Gaetano Campi in 1792.
70 Giuseppe Antonio Bridi,Brevi notizie intorno ad alcuni piu celebri compositori di musica: cenni sullo
stato presente del canto italiano, Rovereto 1827, p.54 f.
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mining factors, not foreign influence.71 Nonetheless,Bridi perhaps had a point about
adjustments to vocal technique in the throats of the growing number of non-Italian
singers. A lack of sufficiently nuanced language skills undoubtedly diminished the
subtleties that could be found between music and word by native Italian singers.
Moreover, when singers of any nationality sang in Italian to non-Italian audiences,
the means for rousing spectators had to be found outside finely-shaded distinctions
of verbal meaning – leading to a greater emphasis on vocal acrobatics and display.
Given the mobility in the marketplace at the beginning of the nineteenth century,
traits acquired by itinerant Italian artists abroad as well as the influx of foreign sing-
ers could well have led to some imitation of these practices in Italian-based singers.
In 1836, the Rivista teatrale (in a review of foreign singers in Donizetti’s Torquato
Tasso at the Teatro Valle in Rome) argued that while the ideal of »una musica mon-
diale« embracing all nationalities was surely valid, there should only be one method
of singing: not one that was »abbaruffato, complicato e meccanico atto soltanto a
solleticare gli orecchi«, but rather »affettuoso, espressivo, toccante, tremendo ancor
qualche volta,ma pur sempre dolce e delicato« – in other words, bel canto. Italian style
should thus be the ›universal‹ style.72Yet the door that had opened the way for Italy’s
dissemination of its culture in earlier periods now swung in the opposite direction.
Far from being expressive wholly of Italian cultural identity, bel canto was evolving –
for better or for worse – into a pan-European phenomenon, in which national styles
had begun to coalesce.

71 See, for example, Andrea Maier,Discorso sulla origine, progressi e stato attuale della musica italiana,
Padua 1821, p.161 f.
72 Rivista teatrale 3, no. 15 (20 June 1836), pp.8–11.


